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 kj erlangga.docx [1] [ [2] ~~~ aaron695 This is not a case of wrong claim or not knowing where to go to get the 'answer' yes or no. This is a case of people trying to put make the 'failure' claim to sound like they have a right to spout off, rather than admit they had little clue. The simplest argument they could've presented was "Neuroscience is too new. But we have this idea we can answer X, and this
takes some training, if it's right, it might be decades before we can ever actually be proved right or wrong and the biology is inherently different." They instead chose to put forward an emotion driven argument. "Hey if we got this idea from the internet we should be laughed at and ridiculed!" ------ k2enemy "There is only one way to learn biology: by studying biology" This is a problem. It's a shame

that so much of what we learn comes from "memorization of the textbook" and not from reading it in depth. WalterBright Just about all of my biology is learned from reading it in depth. I find that takes a lot less time than going to class and getting memorized. There's a difference between reading it in depth and memorizing the textbook. I've never understood how any biology student can memorize a
700 page textbook (which is what high school biology texts are at least 20 or 30 pages a chapter 82157476af
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